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GAMES

ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS

MOTOR CITY
Motor City is a strategic roll-and-write game 
about running an auto plant in the heyday of 
Detroit. In Motor City, you have two player 
sheets, each with multiple areas. These areas 
are represented by tracks that you will mark 
off as you make progress. Many of the tracks 
are interconnected with other elements in the 
game, giving you bonuses along the way 
and opportunities to unlock more points. 
Advancing on all of these tracks offers various 
amounts of points, advancements, and bonuses. Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
25C 32000 ................................................................................................... $29.99

RULTMOORK RPG: BOX SET
The Rultmoork Box Set Includes: Rultmoork 
Hardcover (Standard Edition), Flow Dice 
Set, Stagnation Dice Set, Flow Tokens x11, 
Stagnation Tokens x11, Cardboard Pawns 
for all encounters, and Glossy cardstock 
player handouts for all riddles, puzzles, 
and roleplaying scenarios. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2022.
AAW 5ERULTBX ........................$129.99

RULTMOORK RPG:  
STANDARD EDITION
Rultmoork is a deluxe adventure about 
duality. It is challenging, deadly, and 
intended for 4–6 characters of levels 
5–7.  The adventure marks Jonathan G. 
Nelson’s return to adventure writing after 
his critically acclaimed success Rise of the 
Drow: Collector’s Edition. Playstyles of ruin 
exploration, investigation, and dungeon delving. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
AAW 5ERULTSE ............................................................................................. $39.99

DRAGON SHIELD 
ROLEPLAYING: GAME 

MASTER SCREEN

RULTMOORK RPG:  
LIMITED EDITION
This limited print, collectible tome includes 
two ribbon bookmarks (green & blue), 
marbled endpapers, and foil custom 
slipcase with viewport of lich from cover. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
AAW 5ERULTLE...........................$79.99

BLOOD RED
ATM 50022 ................................$59.99

25TH CENTURY GAMES

AAW GAMES

ARCANE TINMEN

IRON GREY
ATM 50021 ................................$59.99

DRAGON SHIELD:  
CARD CODEX

ZIPSTER BINDER REGULAR - 
STARRY NIGHT
ATM 38007 ................................$42.99

360 - THE GREAT WAVE
ATM 34808 ................................$31.99

DRAGON SHIELDS  
JAPANESE (60) MATTE - 
TURQUOISE (DISPLAY 10)
ATM 11155 ..................................$7.99

DRAGON SHIELDS: (100) 
BRUSHED ART

THE GREAT WAVE (DISPLAY 10)
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in 
full displays. Please contact your retailer  
for availability. 
ATM 12060 ................................$14.99

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #276
GTM contains articles on gameplay, 
previews and reviews, game related 
fiction, and self contained games and 
game modules, along with solicitation 
information on upcoming game and 
hobby supply releases.
GTM 276 ....................................$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

STARRY NIGHT (DISPLAY 10)
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in 
full displays. Please contact your retailer  
for availability. 
ATM 12056 ................................$14.99

DRAGON SHIELDS:  
(100) MATTE

TURQUOISE (DISPLAY 10)
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in 
full displays. Please contact your retailer  
for availability. 
ATM 11055 ................................$12.49
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WAR OF THE RING: CARD GAME
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.

SONS OF LADY 87 RPG: AN 
OGRE GATE CAMPAIGN
Sons of Lady 87 is a campaign book for 
Wandering Heroes of Ogre Gate. Lady 
87 Awaits. Explore the criminal life of 
the southern empire, a place of thieves, 
bandits, celestial plume dealers, killers, 
and prostitutes. Join the Eighty-Seven 
Killers and serve Lady 87 as she secures 
her power against encroaching forces that 
push feuding criminal sects towards war. 
But it also serves righteous campaigns, 
providing an endless assortment of 
enemies for law-abiding characters. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
BED 8787 ...................................$59.99

SWORDS & CHAOS RPG:  
CORE BOOK
Swords & Chaos is powered by the SIEGE 
Engine, a d20-based system originally 
developed by Troll Lord Games for such 
exciting RPGs as Castles & Crusades and 
Amazing Adventures. Blended into this 
system are a suite of mechanics which 
ever so slightly modernize the experience. 
Those familiar with Castles & Crusades, 
old school, or even modern gaming will 
be able to dive right in without issue! The 
rules have been designed to be as quick 
and simple to learn as possible, while 
still offering a satisfying level of  depth 
for veteran players. Are you prepared 
for high adventure in a world of savage 
swords and sinister sorcery? Then pledge 
your allegiance to Swords & Chaos! 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
BSF 0100 ...................................$49.99

ONE DECK GALAXY
One Deck Galaxy is a co-op space civilization-building game for 1-2 players using only 
cards, dice, and tokens. Each card in the deck represents both a location in space your 
civilization has scouted, but also the benefits it could reap by colonizing or studying it. 
These benefits increase your ability to roll dice and manipulate them, and help your 
civilization grow stronger. When the deck runs out, the era advances and your foes 
become more dangerous. If you’re not ready, they may overwhelm you and send your 
empire into decline before it can become truly great! With two sets of the game you can 
play with a crew of 3-4 players. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
ASI 0090 ...................................................................................................... $30.00

DRAGON SHIELDS: PLAYMATS

THE GREAT WAVE (DISPLAY 20)
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in 
full displays. Please contact your retailer  
for availability. 
ATM 22560 ................................$22.99

STARRY NIGHT (DISPLAY 20)
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in 
full displays. Please contact your retailer  
for availability. 
ATM 22556 ................................$22.99

ARES GAMES

FREE PEOPLES CARD  
BOX AND SLEEVES
AGS WOTR150 ..........................$15.90

FREE PEOPLES CUSTOM SLEEVES
AGS WOTR152 ..........................$12.90

SHADOW CARD BOX  
AND SLEEVES
AGS WOTR151 ..........................$15.90

SHADOW CUSTOM SLEEVES
AGS WOTR153 ..........................$12.90

ASMADI GAMES

BANDAI CO.

DRAGON BALL SUPER TCG: 
ZENKAI - ULTIMATE DECK 
2023 DISPLAY (6) (BE22)
A gorgeous 58 card deck and a Z03 
booster pack! All 58 cards are silver 
foil. User favorite leader Goku Black, 
The Bringer of Despair from BT2 is back 
for the Z Card meta, with the mighty 
power to take part in tournaments right 
away! 13 new card types, including 3 
Z. Cards are included in this product. 
It also includes a full 7 card Z Deck, 
allowing you to get the most out of 
ZENKAI Series gameplay! Each deck 
includes 1 random silver and gold foil 
card version of a Leader (1 type) or Z 
Card (3 types). Some decks at random 
are all holographic God Decks! These 
rare decks are a first for DBSCG. Both 
competitive players and collectors will 
be excited to make multiple purchases in 
search of max rarities! NOTE: This item 
is sold to retailers in full displays. Please 
contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2671440...............................PI

BEDROCK GAMES

BLACKSPIRE FANTASY

CALLIOPE GAMES

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A HIVE MIND -  
SECOND EDITION
In Hive Mind, players answer trivia and 
opinion questions trying to match their 
answers with other players, scoring 
points for each match they achieve. 
They don’t have to be correct! They 
just have to be the same as what other 
players think. Each round, players will 
roll the die to determine how many 
lowest scoring answers move down the 
player board. Then a question will be 
asked, and answers given and scored. 
Once one or more players moves lower 
than level six, they are eliminated from 
the Hive Mind and everyone else wins
CLP 216 ........................................PI
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 CATALYST GAME LABS

BATTLETECH: SALVAGE BOX - 
URBANMECH
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
CAT 36002............................. $7.99

BATTLETECH: TECHNICAL 
READOUT - DARK AGE
Technical Readout: Dark Age expands 
on Technical Readout: Succession Wars, 
Technical Readout: Clan Invasion, 
and Technical Readout: Jihad by 
combining the ’Mechs previously found 
in Technical Readout: 3075, Technical 
Readout: 3085 (and its Supplemental), 
Technical Readout: 3145, Technical 
Readout: Irregulars, Technical Readout: 
Prototypes, and more. This volume 
features some of the most common 
’Mechs from the Dark Age.
CAT 35138........................... $39.99

CHESSEX 
MANUFACTURING

POUND-O-12MM D6 DICE
Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
CHX 00112 ................................$24.95

LAB DICE 6: POLYHEDRAL 7-DIE 
SET SAMPLER (18 SETS)
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in 
full displays. Please contact your retailer  
for availability. 
CHX 30618 ..............................$215.64

DC COMICS DBG: INJUSTICE
Two to Five players take the roles of various 
Insurgency and Regime parallel universe 
characters to battle for dominance. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
CZE 29019.................................$44.99

THE DRAGON PRINCE:  
THE TALES OF XADIA RPG
Play as elves or humans, forge alliances, 
engage in mighty battles, and protect 
those you love from peril and prophecy…
the next tale to be told is yours! The Tale of 
Xadia Game Handbook includes: Lore and 
legends of The Dragon Prince universe, 
including characters, creatures & magic 
spells! Detailed guide for character creation 
to get you into the game. A ready made 
high-stakes adventure to begin your own 
tale in Xadia! 300 beautifully detailed pages 
recommended for adventurers age 9 and 
up. Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
DWD 05003 ..............................$55.00

CRYPTOZOIC 
ENTERTAINMENT

DIRE WOLF DIGITAL
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AFFLICTION: SALEM 1692 
(SECOND EDITION)
Affliction: Salem 1692 is a game set 
in the hysteria of a witch-hunt. Use 
your influence to whisper in the ear 
of the magistrate, judge, governor 
or minister to protect some and have 
others arrested. Salem was a chance 
to gain property, exact revenge and 
prove one’s righteousness. In the second 
edition, you will find: Modified starting 

characters and increased the number to eight. Each player is now dealt two and chooses 
one. With more afflicted girls as starting characters, the game feels even more authentic. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
DPH A42C .................................................................................................... $29.99

BUILD-A-BOT
Build-A Bot is a three tiered game that we 
created to play with our Little children, our 
Big children and our Adult friends. We use 
the Copper Bot cards when playing with 
our Littles. Game play mixes basic elements 
of “Go Fish” and “Rummy,” where the 
objective is to get the six parts of your 
color bot before everyone else. We then 
add the Silver Action cards to introduce: 
on the table building, extra card drawing, 
card stealing, and bot sabotaging. When 
Silver is not enough for our experienced 
Gamer friends, we add Gold cards to the 
mix. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
DFG 404 ....................................$49.99

ISLE OF TRAINS: ALL ABOARD
In this multi-use card-based engine-
building game, you are competing to 
be remembered as the greatest train 
conductor on the island. Build a grand 
locomotive with a range of freight 
and passenger cars, and entice your 
opponents into giving your their goods 
and passengers. Then deliver them to score 
big! Or, load your goods and passengers 
onto your opponent’s trains to benefit from 
their powerful engine bonuses, allowing 
you to chain actions together and go 
steaming ahead.
DRN IT001 .................................$25.00

O/A WONDER BOOK
Wonder Book is a pop-up adventure 
board game for 1 to 4 players in which 
each player takes the role of a teenage 
kid in a group of adventurous friends. 
This is a cooperative game, where you all 
win or lose together as a team. Featuring 
finely sculpted miniatures that you will be 
able to paint yourself and a ton of full 
color paper engineered pop-up terrain. 
Wonder Book will hit all the right notes for 
you and your family and invoke all those 
happy moments when colors, shapes, and 
3 dimensions met your love of reading.
DVG 9042 .................................$89.99

AROUND THE CAMPFIRE:  
A HAND-BOOK FOR  
OVERLAND EXPEDITIONS
A Hand-book for Overland Expeditions: 
Around The Campfire is a downtime 
activity zine with the focus on setting 
up camp and keeping busy between 
adventuring, and explores the challenges 
and difficulties of sleeping in the rough, 
and meeting other basic needs. Players 
can work together to complete one or all 
of these tasks each time camp is set, or 
divide the workload amongst each other. 
While we have tried to keep these rules as 
standalone as possible, the Gamemaster 
might need to make adjustments to fit 
their chosen system. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
FBG 9004 ..................................$14.95

O/A BANG!: THE BULLET
The deluxe edition of BANG!, in iconic 
bullet-shaped packaging. Contains 
the base game of BANG! and three 
expansions: BANG! Dodge City, BANG! 
High Noon, and BANG! A Fistful of Cards.
DVG 9021 .................................$49.99

O/A BANG!: 4TH EDITION
The Outlaws hunt the Sheriff. The Sheriff 
hunts the Outlaws. The Renegade plots 
secretly, ready to take one side or the 
other. Bullets fly! Who among the gunmen 
is a Deputy, ready to sacrifice himself 
for the Sheriff? And who is a merciless 
Outlaw, willing to kill him? If you want to 
find out, just draw (your cards) in BANG!, 
the old-fashioned spaghetti western shoot-
out card game of bluff and deduction.
DVG 9100 .................................$24.99

NOT THAT MOVIE
Pizza, sofa and friends: only the movie is missing. 
As usual, you can’t decide which one to watch. It 
could be “Fifty Shades of the First Moon”, or “The 
Guardians and a Leg”. How about if, instead, it 
was “The Lord and the Tramp”? Rely on reviews 
and choose the perfect title for you. Will you 
spend the evening arguing or will you be able to 
get everyone to agree? Not that Movie!, the game 
of broken titles, is the new party game from DV in 
which you don’t need to be an expert in cinema 
to have fun: it contains more than 25,000 movies 
that no one has ever seen Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
DVG 9388 ........................................... $24.99

HARDBOILED RPG: MYSTERY, 
MAYHEM, & THE MACABRE
Hardboiled is a roleplaying game of the 
1930s–40s pulp detective action where 
you play regular folk who have decided 
to fight back against criminal elements 
running wild in your city. But there’s 
more to fighting for justice and safe 
streets than picking up your hat and gun 
to take on the kingpins and their thugs; 
you’ll need to beat your enemies at their 
own game because the rot reaches the 
corridors of power! Can you stay true 
to your principles, even when those you 
love and protect are threatened? Or will 
you spiral down into a nihilistic pit of 
bitterness and blood? Scheduled to ship 
in December 2022.
FBG 3006 ..................................$19.95

O/A BANG!: THE DICE GAME
In the Wild West, the eternal battle 
between the Law and the Outlaws keeps 
heating up. Suddenly, a rain of arrows 
darken the sky: it`s an Indian attack! 
Are you bold enough to keep up with 
the Indians? Do you have the courage to 
challenge your fate? Can you expose and 
defeat the ruthless gunmen around you? 
Experience all the excitement of BANG! - 
now with dice! 
DVG 9105 .................................$19.99

DPH GAMES

DRAGON’S FIRE GAMES DRANDA GAMES

DV GAMES

OFFERED AGAIN

FAT GOBLIN GAMES
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HUNTING AND TRAPPING:  
A HAND-BOOK FOR  
OVERLAND EXPEDITIONS
A Hand-book for Overland Expeditions is 
a downtime activity zine with a focus on 
hunting and trapping during an adventure 
and explores the challenges and difficulties 
of surviving in the wilderness, and more 
importantly, getting food. Players can 
work together to complete one or all 
of these tasks each time camp is set, or 
divide the workload amongst each other. 
While we have tried to keep these rules as 
standalone as possible, the Gamemaster 
might need to make adjustments to fit 
their chosen system. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
FBG 9003 ..................................$14.95

TEENAGE MUTANT DIRTBAGS: A 
ROLEPLAYING GAME
You are a Mutantimal, but no one actually 
uses that stupid name. You are a teenage 
mutant humanoid animal raised by 
zealots, trained as warriors, and taught 
that only you can stop whatever weird crap 
the world might be stewing up. Humans 
basically screw-up everything and either 
can’t be trusted to solve their problems or 
are just too stupid and lazy... at least that’s 
what you’ve heard. The thing is, you love 
the human crap. You want to binge TV and 
argue movie fandom, you love fast-food 
and all that junk, and most days you just 
want to smoke weed and sleep till noon. 
Save the World? That’s not your job, man. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
FBG 9002 ..................................$14.95

CASTLE PANIC: 2ND EDITION - 
THE DARK TITAN EXPANSION
The expansion to Castle Panic that adds a 
final boxx and his minions. Agranok, an 
8-point Monster, brings an army with new 
powers to battle. Fight back with Boiling 
Oil, the Cavalier, and Support tokens. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
FSD 1018 ...................................$19.95

FIRESIDE GAMES

SNAKES & LETTERS
Snakes & Letters is a light word-building game in 
which players try to make high-scoring words using 
the letter cards in their hand and on the board. If 
they need some extra help they can also play a 
vowel or consonant snake card to represent any 
letter of that type. When a player makes or modifies 
a word they gain control of that word. Control a 
word for a whole round to capture it and score 
points. The player with the most points at the end 
of the game wins.
FCG 09001 ..............................................$18.00

FLYING CARPET GAMES

TINY EPIC DUNGEONS:  
EXTRA DICE SET
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
GLG TEDUA05 ...........................$15.00

GAMELYN GAMES
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LOST ONES: COLLECTIBLE  
COMPASS ROSE
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
GNE LO02 .............................................. $9.95

TROPHY RPG: GOLD
Trophy Gold is a dark fantasy horror/adventure 
game about desperate treasure-hunters who loot 
gold from a haunted forest and the dungeons it 
hides. Unlike other fantasy roleplaying games, 
Trophy Gold emphasizes the struggle of being a 
low-powered adventurer and the risks associated 
with that profession. The game is organized into 
incursions: themed stories played over 4-5 sessions. 
A series of incursions can be strung together to form 
a longer campaign, exploring the goals and lives 
of the treasure-hunters. Trophy Gold includes nine 
incursions, as well as a special “mega-incursion” 
called “The Roots of Old Kalduhr” that can last 12 
or more sessions and be a campaign unto itself. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
TGT G1 ..................................................... $45.00

TROPHY RPG: LOOM SETTING BOOK
Trophy Loom is a system-agnostic setting book 
useful for players of Trophy Gold, Trophy Dark, 
or any fantasy game system. Unlike other setting 
books, Trophy Loom emphasizes a non-canonical 
answer to the setting materials. For example, a 
location is named and loosely defined, and then 
further sub-defined through random generated 
tables so each play group’s experience is similar, 
but not identical, and play groups have room 
for collaborative creation. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
TGT L1 .................................................. $45.00

TROPHY RPG: DARK
Trophy Dark is a dark fantasy horror game about 
doomed treasure-hunters seeking their fortune in 
a haunted forest; what they do not know is that 
the forest will make a trophy of them. The game is 
organized into incursions: themed stories played 
over one or two sessions. Trophy Dark includes 22 
incursions, as well as instructions for creating new 
incursions. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
TGT D1 ................................................. $45.00

DUNGEON DEGENERATES
Dungeon Degenerates: Hand of Doom 
puts the players into the boots of hardened 
criminal adventurers, escaping from the 
dungeons of Brüttelburg into a deranged, 
demented, dark-fantasy world of swords, 
sausages & sorcery. Players attempt 
to make their way through a series of 
interconnected weird, nasty & mysterious 
adventures as the world of the Würstreich 
gets progressively more dangerous & the 
Hand of Doom descends - distorting the 
land with evil sorcery.
GOB DD001...............................$90.00

GATE KEEPER GAMES

ROLLING REALMS DICE
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
GKG EPICRR ...............................$12.95

MIGHTY TINY DICE: METAMORPH 
(7 POLYHEDRAL DICE SET)
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
GKG TINYCH27 .........................$14.95

THE GAUNTLET

GOBLINKO GAMES

GOODMAN GAMES

GREENBRIER GAMES

JAPANIME GAMES

TALES FROM THE  
MAGICIANS SKULL #9
Featuring an all-new story starring Fafhrd 
and the Gray Mouser — Pawn’s Gambit, 
by Nathan Long Includes stories by Enge, 
Lindberg, Teng, Ritzlin, and others. Cover 
art by fantasy legend Sanjulian. Seven new 
sword-and-sorcery stories from some of the 
top talent in the industry. Scheduled to ship 
in November 2022.
GMG 4508 ...................................$14.99

NARUTO: NINJA ARENA -  
2ND EDITION
The hidden village of Konoha, home of the 
Leaf ninjas, is preparing to send its best 
students to take the Chunin exams, a grueling 
series of fights and tests that will determine 
the future of shinobi influence on the rest of 
the world. And of course, the best way for 
ninjas to practice their skills... is with a ninja 
brawl! Join Naruto and his friends as they 
compete to determine who will be the best 
fighter in Konoha village. Throw the dice and 
be attentive, fast, and smart to unleach your 
hero’s most powerful combos. Each character 
plays differently but only one will be the best 
Ninja. Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

GGD JPG504 .........................................................................................................PI
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BLADE RONDO
You are a Swordian, a human with the ability to manifest the skills and techniques used 
by characters of legend. A Swordian’s manifestations are known as Swords, weapons of 
great power that descend upon the battlefield as the legendary characters themselves. 
As a bird yearns to soar in the heavens, so too do the Swords seek a place to do 
combat. Answer their call, let them singout in battle. Alone or outnumbered, you fight on, 
undaunted. In the shadow of death, you stand unafraid. For you are a Swordian, a sworn 
defender of the peace, and now more than ever more, the peace is in turmoil. Scheduled 
to ship in February 2023.
GGD JPG485 .........................................................................................................PI

BLADE RONDO: GRIM GARDEN
Everything you know and love from the 
original Blade Rondo, but with an added 
coing mechanic that allows you to swap 
Swords in and out of your Set Area. This 
new flexibility is even more useful since 
it doesn’t count as an action and  your 
opponent cannont use countering Gambit 
cards. Grim Garden’s solo mode splits the 
enemy Muses into levels, with a reqard 
after you defeat each one. Scheduled to 
ship in February 2023.
GGD JPG487 ..................................... PI

BLADE RONDO: LOST DREAM
Everything you know and love from the 
original Blade Rondo, with the most 
exciting solo play of all the games in the 
series. Face off against the final boss of 
the story, Veronica. Fight a double battle; 
bringing Maria and Sonya with you as 
you work your way through the first set 
of Veronica’s cronies, and then keep them 
alive to battle her final form! Scheduled to 
ship in February 2023.
GGD JPG489 ..................................... PI

BLADE RONDO: FROST VEIL
Everything you know and love from the 
original Blade Rondo, but with an added 
Glaciate mechanic giving yet another 
way to be flexible with your set area 
and Voltage management. The set area 
is primarily for Familiars, Puppets, and 
Bonded effect cards. With Glaciate, you 
can now add these cards to the set area to 
resolve their effects later. In the Solo mode, 
you’ll be fighting another Muse opponent 
with her own Swords - Sonya! Scheduled 
to ship in February 2023.
GGD JPG488 ..................................... PI

BLADE RONDO: NIGHT THEATER
Everything you know and love from the 
original Blade Rondo, but with an added 
day and night cycle to really change up 
your strategies. Your cards will do different 
things based on how far through the game 
you are, so there’s a new balance to 
consider when building your hand of 7 
cards! In Night Theater’s solo mode, you 
will fight a Muse opponentk, who uses her 
own Swords — Maria! Scheduled to ship 
in February 2023.
GGD JPG486 ..................................... PI

TOKYO GHOUL: BLOODY MASQUERADE
In downtown Tokyo, ghouls are on the move, and they can only quench their thirst with 
coffee and their bloodthirst with human flesh. Humans are easy prey, but the investigators 
from the fearful CCG are on the look out. Their job: make the ghouls out in the crowd 
and hunt them down. In this bluff-and-deduction board game, play as one of 15 different 
characters from the anime, including Kaneki, Touka, Juzo and Rize. Whether you are a 
mere human, a ghoul, or an investigator: roam the streets of Tokyo, keep your identity a 
secret, investigate, and cover your tracks. It is up to you to uncover the other players’ real 
natures and come out on top. Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
GGD DPG1075 ......................................................................................................PI

DEADLY DELVES: REIGN OF RUIN, A 
7TH-LEVEL ADVENTURE (PF1)
Deadly Delves: Reign Of Ruin is a full-length 
adventure module and is compatible with the 
best-selling Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. This 
adventure is designed to challenge four to five 
7th-level PCs like no other content has to date. 
Inside this volume, you’ll find: 20 fully-developed 
new monsters for your Pathfinder campaign. 
Three original traps and haunts, and two new 
magic items, including the sinister relic of unholy 
devotion and the awe-inspiring rainbow scepter. 
Full-color maps of a Crannogtown village, as 
well as five floors of a terrifying temple dungeon. 
Specialized advice on playing a cunning black 
dragon against a group of PCs in a dangerous 
game of cat and mouse. Enough content to take a 

group of 7th-level PCs all the way to 9th-level, with ideas to extend the story even further 
once you’re done exploring the temple. Dangers Unknown. Treasures Untold. Adventure 
Awaits. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
JBE 0234 ....................................................................................................... $19.95

PARKS: PLAYMAT
This deluxe neoprene mat organizes your game of PARKS on the table and provides an 
easier time picking up and managing cards from the table. With plenty of room for all the 
cards, trail tiles, and both resource trays, it’s time to get hiking in style!
KYM 05NP01 ................................................................................................ $25.00

BOOK OF MAGIC: SPELL CODEX 
VOLUME 1 (PF1)
Bringing together all the spells from nearly 
two dozen companion sources, the Book 
of Magic: Spell Codex Volume 1 has 
something for everyone. These spells have 
been updated for clarity and expanded to 
cover classes introduced after their original 
publication. Gathered together for the first 
time, these spells will give your character 
the edge you’ve been looking for. Within 
these 96 pages, the Book of Magic: Spell 
Codex Volume 1 contains: Over 170 spells 
for all 26 spellcasting classes. From wizard 
to bloodrager, cleric to paladin, psychic 
to medium, you’ll find spells for your 
character here. New short descriptions, 
making it easy for you to discover and 
find that perfect spell. Artwork to make 
this feel like a true spellcaster’s tome. With 
this essential compendium, your character 
will be prepared for the road ahead. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
JBE 0267 ....................................$24.99

BOOK OF MAGIC: SPELL CODEX 
VOLUME 2 (PF1)
Bringing together all the spells from two 
dozen companion sources, the Book 
of Magic: Spell Codex Volume 2 has 
something for everyone. These spells have 
been updated for clarity and expanded to 
cover classes introduced after their original 
publication. Gathered together for the first 
time, these spells will give your character 
the edge you’ve been looking for. Within 
these 96 pages, the Book of Magic: Spell 
Codex Volume 2 contains: Over 180 spells 
for all 26 spellcasting classes. From wizard 
to bloodrager, cleric to paladin, psychic 
to medium, you’ll find spells for your 
character here. New short descriptions, 
making it easy for you to discover and 
find that perfect spell. Artwork to make 
this feel like a true spellcaster’s tome. With 
this essential compendium, your character 
will be prepared for the road ahead. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
JBE 0268 ....................................$24.95

JON BRAZER ENTERPRISES

KEYMASTER GAMES
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LIFE OF A CHAMELEON
You are a chameleon just trying to make 
your way in this world, eating one bug at 
a time. Eat specific colors of bugs in the 
right order to win. Snatch tasty insects 
right out from under your opponents 
as you navigate the board fraught with 
dangerous snakes and other competitive 
chameleons.
LNG 2021CHAM ........................$44.95

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

LAST NIGHT GAMES

LEDER GAMES

YU-GI-OH! TCG:  
PHOTON HYPERNOVA 
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)
Galactic chaos erupts in February 
with Photon Hypernova, the first Core 
Booster of 2023 for the Yu-Gi-Oh! 
Trading Card Game TCG! This 100-
card set lets your Deck shine brighter 
than ever before with brand-new 
cards for Kite Tenjo’s “Photon” and 
“Galaxy” strategies from Yu-Gi-
Oh! Zexal! Expect the unexpected 
in Photon Hypernova with powerful 
new cards to discover that are truly 
out of this world! NOTE: This item is 
sold to retailers in full displays. Please 
contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85889 ......................$107.76

YU-GI-OH! TCG: TRAPTRIX 
STRUCTURE DECK DISPLAY (8)
Watch your step, the footing is treacherous 
and full of “Trap Holes” in a new Structure 
Deck featuring Traptrix! The popular “Traptrix” 
strategy from Yu-Gi-Oh! Master Duel now 
has its own Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game 
Structure Deck! The “Traptrix” theme is 
comprised of EARTH Plant and Insect-Type 
monsters that may appear cute on the surface, 
but the closer you get the more you’ll find that 
they’re truly nefarious. This strategy revolves 
around “Traptrix” monsters that help you Set 
powerful “Trap Hole” Trap Cards that can 
drop your opponent’s monsters right out of 
the Duel! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers 
in full displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
KON 85975 ..................................... $95.92

PUZZLE: OATH -  
BUILT UPON THE RUIN
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
LED 04000 ............................$20.00
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BORICUBOS: THE LOST ISLES 
(PATHFINDER SECOND EDITION)
Explore the incredible archipelago of 
Boricubos, a land rooted in the myths and 
legends of the Taino and Arawak peoples 
of Puerto Rico and the Caribbean. This 
amazing campaign setting includes vividly 
detailed cultures with seven sensational 
playable ancestries, from the anabagua 
flower-folk to the volcanic wolakan, the 
mercenary iguaca parrotfolk, the hurakan 
living storm scions, and more! Plus you’ll 
find nearly dozens of new archetypes, 
class options, class feats, and more for 
almost every Pathfinder Second Edition 
character class, alongside dozens of new 
spells, weapons and armor, feats, magic 
items, and so much more, including the 
brand-new shaman class that binds the 
spirits of the islands and the incarnation 
of ancestors to wield mystic power! 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
LGP 486BO01PF2 .......................$39.99

LEGENDARY LOOT CARDS  
DECK #5 (5E)
Legendary Loot Cards bring you a wealth 
of treasures for your D&D 5E campaign, 
each beautifully illustrated and with 
complete rules! You’ll find dozens and 
dozens of magic items of every kind, 
from the amulet of mighty fangs to the 
zombie skin shield, from common items 
like the potion of regeneration and rod 
of forcefangs to legendary treasures like 
the chakram of windfire and invincible 
cuirass. You’ll find magical implements 
like the staff of armory and triad bracelet 
alongside weapons like the avenging axe 
and dagger of negation, as well as all-
purpose tools like the goblin mask, energy 
shroud ring, magi’s duster, and elixir of 
arcane concordance! Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
LGP 555LL055E ..........................$19.99

THE DRAGON’S HOARD #19 (5E)
Magic, Monsters, and More! The Dragon’s 
Hoard is a monthly anthology of magic 
items, spells, monsters, and more for 
your 5th Edition campaign! Each issue 
of The Dragon’s Hoard takes every new 
magic item, spell, monster, or other new 
rules content from our ongoing Legendary 
Loot Patreon and presents it for you, 
with dozens of new elements beautifully 
illustrated and ready to unleash on your 
players! Scheduled to ship in December 
2022.
LGP 556DH195E ........................$12.99

LEGENDARY GAMES

THE DRAGON’S HOARD #20 (5E)
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
LGP 559DH205E ........................$12.99

THE DRAGON’S HOARD #21 (5E)
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
LGP 560DH215E ........................$12.99

FAERIE PASSIONS (PATHFINDER 
SECOND EDITION)
What happens when immortal infatuation 
breaks forth into the world of mortals? 
Faerie Passions holds the answers, with 
advice and optional rules for Pathfinder 
Second Edition GMs as well as new 
character options for characters. Players 
can unlock four new sorcerer bloodlines 
for nereids and norns, dryads and satyrs, 
with a dozen dynamic focus spells like 
green soul, pluck the threads, shift fate, 
and waves of ecstasy, while rangers and 
druids can master the wild with fey feats 
like Dispelling Strike and Fey Allure. For 
GMs and world-builders, Faerie Passions 
explores the mindset of the fey and their 
motivations when interacting with mortals 
and a world that is not their own, richly 
illustrated with detailed examples. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
LGP 026KM04PF2 ......................$11.99

LEGENDARY HUNTERS:  
SECOND EDITION (PATHFINDER 
SECOND EDITION)
The Hunt is On! Legendary Hunters: 
Second Edition is the latest volume in 
our new series of class-focused player 
supplements for Pathfinder Second Edition, 
this time focused on the wild-wandering 
beastmaster hunter class. These savvy 
wilderness warriors approach encounters 
with tactics and teamwork in mind for them 
and their bestial (and humanoid) allies. 
You’ll find over 100 awesome options 
for this new class, including an array of 
Hunter’s Bond skills like Flank and Shank, 
each with their own teamwork and support 
benefits and special actions, with over 60 
class feats for every level. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2022.
LGP 549LC36PF2 ........................$13.99

MYTHOS MONSTERS (PATHFINDER 
SECOND EDITION)
Mythos Monsters brings 90 eldritch 
abominations from the dark places beyond 
the stars to your Pathfinder Second Edition 
campaign, with beautiful artwork for each 
one! Unleash the mind-bending majesty of 
the Lovecraft mythos on an unsuspecting 
world, with mythos minions like the 
faceless stalkers, star vampires, and the 
hideous hybrid blood of Yog-Sothoth, 
horrific variants like embryonic brain 
collectors and dream flumphs, gug savants 
and neothelid psions, and inhuman 
horrors like shantaks, nightgaunts, and the 
blood of Yog-Sothoth, or terrifying titans 
like bholes, elder shoggoths, and flying 
polyps. Scheduled to ship in December 
2022.
LGP 454HO04PF2 ......................$26.99

LEGENDARY MEDIUMS:  
SECOND EDITION (PATHFINDER 
SECOND EDITION)
Legendary Mediums is the latest in the 
player-focused line of supplements for 
Pathfinder Second Edition, centering 
on the skillful and adaptable medium 
class. Tap into an incredible array of 
psychospiritual abilities, featuring over 30 
class options for binding yourself to spirits 
like the Adept and the Magician, attuning 
yourself to the anima, kami, servitor, or the 
mysterious void. That’s just the beginning, 
as you’ll also find over 100 class feats, 
focus spells, magic items, skill unlocks, 
and more! Scheduled to ship in December 
2022.
LGP 392LC16PF2 ........................$13.99
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ADVENTURE TACTICS: 
DOMIANNE’S TOWER  
SECOND EDITION
Adventure Tactics: Domianne’s 
Tower is an encounter-based, 
campaign-driven, cooperative 
tactical combat game. Begin 
your journey as one of 5 Basic 
Classes and battle your way 
through a branching campaign 
where you choose your own 
path in an attempt to overthrow 
the evil Queen Domianne. With 
each encounter, you will level up 
and unlock over 15 Elite Classes, 
adding new actions, equipment, 

and abilities. Will your team find the right combination of Classes and powers in time to 
stop Queen Domianne?
LTM 013-2 ................................................................................................... $100.00

TREASURY OF THE MACABRE 
(PATHFINDER SECOND EDITION)
The Treasury of the Macabre is a collection 
of over 40 haunted and horrible magic 
items designed for a horror-themed 
Pathfinder Second Edition game. This tome 
of treasures includes items any vampire 
or vampire-hunter would be delighted to 
discover, in addition to items themed for 
a wide variety of horror scenarios, from 
witches, werewolves, ghostly haunted 
houses, and mad scientists and their 
creepy constructs to ancient liches and 
cosmic cults devoted to eldritch entities 
from beyond the stars! Scheduled to ship 
in December 2022.
LGP 001CC01PF2 .......................$11.99

ADVENTURE TACTICS: 
DOMIANNE’S TOWER FIRST 
EDITION UPGRADE KIT
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
LTM 013UP .................................$10.00

TREASURY OF THE CITY 
(PATHFINDER SECOND EDITION)
The city is a dangerous place, and 
adventurers daring to brave the urban 
jungle need the right equipment! Treasury 
of the City brings you three dozen brand-
new Pathfinder Second Edition magic 
items perfect for every part of the city, from 
the back alleys, sewers, and slums to the 
halls of power and the smoke-filled back 
rooms where power brokers rule from 
the shadows. You’ll find weapons and 
combat accessories like the toxic scabbard 
and forgetful sap alongside protective 
devices like cryptwarden’s plate and 
the roofrunner’s buckler. Wherever your 
heroes venture in adventures of urban 
intrigue, they’ll find the perfect tools to 
take down treacherous advisers and bring 
justice to the streets. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
LGP 322CT06PF2 ........................$10.99

ADVENTURE TACTICS: SIDE QUEST 
GUIDE 1 EXPANSION
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
LTM 015 .......................................$6.00

WATCHMOJO: THE PARTY GAME
This is a party game for 3-10 players centered on submitting entries to Top 10 Lists about 
pop culture subjects to be judged and ranked by the game round’s Ranker. Scheduled to 
ship in November 2022.
LUM WM001 ................................................................................................ $24.99

TREASURY OF THE KINGDOM 
(PATHFINDER SECOND EDITION)
Treasury of the Kingdom brings you a bevy of 
Pathfinder Second Edition magical items perfect 
for the freeholder lords of a newborn kingdom 
hacked out of the wilderness. Here can be found 
tools of war like the shield of the encroaching 
forest and battle standard of the fallen, but also 
implements of exploration to blaze trails through 
forest and field, hill and vale like the survivalist’s 
arrow and scout’s spyglass. Characters carving 
out a domain to rule will also find items to help 
manage their lands like instant signal towers, 
crown of affirmation, and the plow of the abundant harvest. Finally, since explorers in the 
deep wild are not moving into lands uninhabited, but rather places that are haunted by 
the magical and mysterious fey and monstrous tribes alike, from the burning skull mace 
and beldam’s eye to the staff of the fey queen! Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
LGP 171KB09PF2............................................................................................. $9.99

HISTORIA - MAPS PACK (5E)
Contains maps from Historia Corebook 
and Historia Adventure Book. The Historia 
Maps Pack will accompany players in 
their adventures, let yourself be guided in 
13 different locations, and dream of new 
adventures with the world map. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2022.
MPS 10017 ...................................... $19.90

LETIMAN GAMES

LUMA IMPORTS

MANA PROJECT STUDIO

NIGHTFELL RPG
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

NIGHTFELL RPG: COREBOOK
Nightfell is an original horror/fantasy setting for 
the 5th edition of the most famous role-playing 
game in the World. This setting will guide you 
into a dark world full of terror and despair. The 
Undeads are coming back from the afterlife, and 
the Eternals are craving the nullification of reality. 
You will face ancient horrors, superstition, and 
occultism. You will learn to follow the Moon as 
your only guide in this nocturnal world. In this 
ruthless setting, players will play night explorers: 
resilient survivors who adapted to the Lunar 
Age, an era where the sun is dead, and life still 
endures only thanks to the last Primordial beings.
MPS 10008 ......................................... $39.90
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ARTBOOK
The Art of Nightfell features all the character 
design and the illustration made for Nightfell 
Corebook, Bestiary, and Adventures Book. 
MPS 10016 ......................................$19.90

BESTIARY
The world of Iùrmen is populated by dreadful 
creatures and unspeakable horrors. You will 
discover legends and folklore related to monsters 
that draw strength from the Eternal Night. This 
manual contains: 100 new creatures, with 
monsters dedicated to Nightfell’s lore and others 
inspired by Italian folklore, each and every one 
painstakingly adjusted to fit the setting and its 
dreadful atmosphere. New tips on hunting and 
investigation, to learn more about the creatures 
and their habits. 
MPS 10009 ....................................... $34.90

ADVENTURES BOOK
Delve into Iùrmen’s night with this adventure 
book. Unveil secrets in the frozen lands of Alper 
and face a new vampire cult that threatens the 
northern lands. Investigate the mysteries of 
Owlrock and the disappearance of a village 
cursed by witches. Find yourself immersed in a 
civil war for the salvation of the White City, as 
ancient horrors resurface from the depths of the 
mountain. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
MPS 10010 ....................................... $34.90

LUNAR DICE SET
MPS 10015 ................................$15.90

SPELL CARDS
As told in Old Tradition writings, three is the 
number of those sources of power indissolubly 
bound to the three aspects of reality. In the 
Lunar Age, however, a contention of the arcane 
fiber between the light of the Primes and the 
shadow of death scars Iùrmen’s own fabric. 
Such eldritch mayhem gave birth to the one 
stable source of power, a certainty in the lives 
of survivors: the Moon.
MPS 10013 ........................................... $9.90

NIGHT MASTER SCREEN
MPS 10014 ................................$19.90

SEVEN SINNERS RPG
What is Seven Sinners? It is the corrupt vision of a world that does not relegate the 
Deadly Sins to the sphere of ethics or morality, but drags them into reality in a concrete, 
overwhelming and terrifying way. Seven Sinners is an accessory oozing annoyance that 
answers the following question: “What would happen if human beings were faced with 
the embodiment of the seven deadly sins?”. The answer, of course, will be in the hands of 
those who wish to venture into this pernicious reading. Seven Sinners contains some game 
mechanics that reference the Fifth Edition and First Edition (OSRIC) rulebook, yet its intent is 
to inspire as many gaming campaigns as possible. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
MPS 10023 ................................................................................................... $19.90

LIMINAL RPG: WEREWOLVES  
OF BRITAIN SUPPLEMENT
The werewolves are starting to remember the power 
they once had. They are coming. The Hidden World 
of Liminal will never be the same. In these pages, 
meet the werewolves of Britain. Learn about their 
history, and the collective magic of the werewolf 
gangs. Understand the motives and structure of the 
Jaeger family, and its quest for dominion. Meet the 
people - the War Master, Accalia the Lonely, and 
the terrifying Rend. Smell the fear that helped make 
the werewolves, in spite of their power, the despised 
outsiders of the Hidden World. They are coming. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
MUH 055103 ............................................$15.00

MODIPHIUS

ELDER SCROLLS:  
CALL TO ARMS

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

SPRIGGAN MATRIARCH
MUH 0330309 ...........................$27.00

FALLOUT:  
WASTELAND WARFARE

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

SPRIGGANS
MUH 0330308 ...........................$37.00

RAIDERS THE FORGED
MUH 052290 .............................$59.00

SURVIVORS GHOUL SETTLERS 
(THE SLOG)
MUH 052284 .............................$59.00
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ENCHANTERS: RAGE & LAUGHTER EXPANSION
An expansion for the fantasy card-drafting game Enchanters (or the stand-alone 
expansion, Enchanters: Overlords) featuring two brand new unique 25 card Kingdom 
Decks. The Barbarians: The best defense is a good offense. Trade protection for power, 
accumulate as many attack points as you can, and challenge the fearsome Frost Dragon 
for victory. The Faeries: These tricksters will reward you with great wealth and power.. but 
they’ll reward your opponents as well. Balance what you gain against what you’re forced 
to give up, use what you’ve won to defeat the capricious Faerie Dragon, and seize victory.
MYT ENCH24EN ........................................................................................... $15.00

ENCHANTERS: AS ABOVE SO BELOW EXPANSION
An expansion for the fantasy card-drafting game Enchanters (or the stand-alone 
expansion, Enchanters: Overlords) featuring two brand new unique 25 card Kingdom 
Decks. Fight powerful monsters that bury your equipment in their death throes, find more 
equipment, and do it again in order to take on the powerful Subterranean Dragon.
MYT ENCH23EN ........................................................................................... $15.00

TRAVELLER RPG: 2300AD SHIPS OF 
THE FRONTIER
The 33 colony worlds and countless outposts 
of human space are scattered across a 100 
light-year diameter volume of space, along 
three intricate and complex Arms of stars and 
anchorages that allow starships to hop from 
star to star, 7.7 light-years at a time. In order 
to connect all those worlds with the systems of 
the Core, starships are required. Interface craft 
are required to connect the great ships with 
the worlds below, other ships are need to find 
raw materials, and to find new worlds. And still 
other are required to protect all those other ships 
and the worlds they serve. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
MGP 20023 .........................................$49.99

MONGOOSE PUBLISHING

MYTHIC GAMES

TRAVELLER RPG:  
ROBOT HANDBOOK
The Robot Handbook is designed to be both 
quick and easy to use, and configurable to 
customise all aspects of a robot’s functions, 
capabilities and skills; a standard robot can 
be built in just a few minutes. The Robot 
Handbook also includes rules for making 
nanorobots and microrobots, androids, 
clones, biological robots and brains for 
both vehicles and spacecraft. And what 
is a cybernetic limb but a robot part? The 
Robot Handbook covers everything from 
a cybernetic arm to a whole mechanical 
body with a live brain inside. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2022.
MGP 40085 ..............................$59.99
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HUNTER RPG:  
THE VIGIL 2ND EDITION
You’ve stumbled into shadows. You know what lurks in 
darkness. There are more monsters tonight than ever 
before. It’s time to fight back. Hunter: The Vigil Second 
Edition is a standalone game that can be played by new 
or existing players. The lore has been updated to not 
only reflect the uptick in monsters, but also the fact that 
hunting monsters is not exclusive to a location, group 
of people, or time period. There may be more monsters 
than ever before, but now there are more ways to fight 
them, too. In Hunter: The Vigil, anyone can be a hunter 
— provided you are committed to the hunt. It is a game 
of personal horror and sacrifice that tests relationships 
and encourages teamwork within a cell, compact, or 
conspiracy. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
ONX HTV003 ................................................$55.00

ONYX PATH PUBLISHING

SCARRED LANDS  
DEAD MAN’S RUST
At the Night of Chronicles in the city of Leoni, 
the adventurers enjoy a wild revel. Opportunity 
arises when the aging bard Dradoki Bronzeleaf 
hires the party to escort him to the Broadreach 
Horizon. The perilous voyage takes the group 
through titanspawn infested lands, but should 
they survive, they arrive at the last bastion of 
uncorrupted wood in the Hornsaw Forest. There 
they meet the clans of the Broadreach elves and a 
century of hollow legionnaires dispatched to the 
Forest of Blood to offer aid and friendship. But a 
dark shadow looms over the accursed wood. The 
necromancers of Glivid-Autel sew corruption and 
death throughout the Hornsaw Forest. Scheduled 
to ship in December 2022.

ONX SL015 ................................................................................................... $55.00

SCION RPG: SECOND EDITION - 
BOOK THREE - DEMIGOD
The Gods made your World, and one way 
or another, they made you. Every God was 
once mortal. You stand at the threshold of 
humanity and divinity and cross over into 
the lands beyond the World. As the Titans 
rattle their cages, and you confront your 
own mortality, you live your myth, and 
you shed your mortality. Win or lose, 
the people will speak of your Legend 
forever more. Scion: Demigod presents 
the next stage in a Scion’s evolution with 
new pantheons, expanding upon setting 
elements and systems, and giving Story 
guides and players a guide for massive 
set piece fights in the Storypath system. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
ONX SCI011 ..............................$55.00

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH 
- GATEWALKERS PART 2 - THEY 
WATCHED THE STARS (P2)
“They Watched the Stars” is a Pathfinder 
adventure for four 4th-level characters. This 
adventure continues the Gatewalkers Adventure 
Path, a three-part monthly campaign in which 
a team of paranormal investigators unravel the 
mystery behind a mass amnesic episode which 
left them with lost memories and strange powers. 
This adventure also includes a gazetteer of the 
shrouded waters and eerie shores of the Lake 
of Mists and Veils; new rules options perfect for 
paranormalist adventurers; and strange new 
creatures to befriend or bedevil your players. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
PZO 90188 ......................................... $26.99

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT  
CLASSICS - WINTER FOREST
Whether your party is on the run after escaping 
an icy prison or hunting mythical creatures 
that emerge only in winter, no Game Master 
wants to spend time drawing every snowbank 
and icicle-laden copse of pines. This line of 
gaming maps provides ready-to-use fantasy 
set pieces for the busy Game Master. Full of 
beautiful details, including a frozen lake and a 
snow-draped cave entrance, this double-sided 
map makes the perfect setting for forays into 
the bone-chilling cold! Scheduled to ship in 
February 2023.
PZO 31042 ......................................$16.99

PATHFINDER RPG: LOST OMENS - 
THE MWANGI EXPANSE HARDCOVER  
(SPECIAL EDITION) (P2)
South of a forbidding range of mountain 
peaks lies a land of boundless resources and 
untold opportunity. The Mwangi Expanse has 
been home to an untold diversity of cultures 
and peoples since time immemorial, hosting 
powerful, isolated city states that have often 
paid little attention to their neighbors. Yet 
the turning tides of fortune have begun to 
usher in changes that are rippling across the 
world. As a band of scholars from an ancient 
university venture north to aid a disaster-torn 
Avistan. A revolution-forged nation seeks 
powerful allies against foreign aggression. 
An undead god, once a symbol of hope 

to his declining nation, now grows jealous enough to turn on his self-proclaimed kin. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
PZO 9309-SE ................................................................................................ $79.99

SQUEAKS IN THE DEEP RPG
Rats and mice live in the margins of the 
empires of dogs and cats, with homes 
that connect to the Underneath — a vast 
collection of warrens, tunnels, caves, and 
other hidden places. It is a dangerous 
place full of unexplained phenomena 
and terrifying creatures. But it is also full 
of wonders of ages past and the thrill of 
discovery. For the rodents believe Man was 
part of something called Science, a way to 
learn power through study, observation, 
and experimentation. Perhaps through the 
exploration of the Underneath, they can 
rediscover Science. It’s time to listen to the 
squeaks in the deep. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
ONX PUG017 ............................$50.00

PAIZO PUBLISHING

PATHFINDER RPG: TREASURE 
VAULT (POCKET EDITION) (P2)
Pathfinder Treasure Vault reveals 
the glittering hoard of a terrifying 
dragon, as presented by the creature’s 
plucky kobold assistant. This 224-
page hardcover rulebook presents a 
catalog of new gear from nearly every 
category of equipment and magic 
item available in the Pathfinder RPG 
while also introducing entirely new 
categories of items as well. Give your 
character the perfect tool for the job 
with signature weapons, customizable 
relics, and wondrous items to fit 
your every need while preparing for 
any eventuality with potions, elixirs, 
wands, and more! The pocket edition 
presents the same contents as the 
standard edition in a smaller sized 
softcover for a lower price and better portability. Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
PZO 2112-PE ...........................................................................................$26.99
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PATHFINDER RPG: TREASURE VAULT
This 224-page hardcover rulebook presents a catalog of new gear from nearly every 
category of equipment and magic item available in the Pathfinder RPG while also 
introducing entirely new categories of items as well. Give your character the perfect tool 
for the job with signature weapons, customizable relics, and wondrous items to fit your 
every need while preparing for any eventuality with potions, elixirs, wands, and more! 
The deluxe special edition is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements 
and a bound-in ribbon bookmark. Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
HARDCOVER (P2)
PZO 2112 ..................................................................................................... $54.99
HARDCOVER (SPECIAL EDITION) (P2)
PZO 2112-SE ................................................................................................ $74.99

ARCANIS 5E CAMPAIGN SETTING 
RUNIC EDITION
Arcanis: The World of Shattered Empires 
Campaign Setting Runic Edition is filled with new 
options for your 5E Campaign! New Clerical 
Aspects; New races and sub-races unique to 
Arcanis; Psionic rules; New Classes such as 
the Holy Champion, Psion, and Shaman; New 
Backgrounds, Combat Schools, Feats, and 
Spells; New Rune System; New Monsters. This 
book is an indispensable resource for both 
players and Game Masters alike. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2022.
PCI 2608 ............................................ $59.99

DELICIOUS
Spend the afternoon in your rooftop or 
backyard garden. Relax while enjoying this 
artful game of picking, pairing, and planting 
fruits and vegetables. Grow your plants in 
whatever container you can.  Wheelbarrows, 
boots, suitcases - use anything you can to 
grow delicious eats!  Delightful, fast-paced 
flip-and-write with lots of interesting player 
decisions.  Familiar set collection brings in 

players of all skill levels for a thoughtful experience.  Features charming containers to 
plant fresh, colorful fruits and vegetables.  An excellent choice for any group size with an 
approachable gardening theme.
PFX 1500 ...................................................................................................... $27.99

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH - 
DRIFT HACKERS 2 -  
CLOCKWORK DEMONS
“Clockwork Demons” is a Starfinder adventure for 
four 9th-level characters, continuing the 3-volume 
Drift Hackers Adventure Path. Drift Hackers is part 
of the Drift Crisis, an event taking place across the 
entire Starfinder game line, in which faster-than-
light travel breaks down and the galaxy is thrown 
into chaos. In addition to the adventure itself, this 
book includes an examination of the Church of 
Triune, as well as an Adventure Toolbox filled with a 
collection of sci-fi clockwork gear and strange alien 
creatures. Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
PZO 7250 ............................................ $24.99

DUNGEON DROP:  
TREASURE TRUNK BUNDLE
Welcome to the Box of Infinite 
Space!  A premium “big box” 
storage solution, complete with 5 
plastic game trays and a full set of 
card dividers! Large enough to hold 
3 of our cubical box games, walls, 
mats, and 1 of the 5 included game 
trays (or you can swap out up to 2 
of the original game boxes and use 
all the game trays!).  This bundle 
contains not only the Treasure Trunk, but also 1 copy of EACH of the following: Dungeon 
Drop: Dropped Too Deep, Dungeon Drop: Wizards & Spells, Tavern Tales, Limited Promo 
Pack (2020), and the Trials & Tools mini-expansion. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
PSG 119 ....................................................................................................... $94.94

PARADIGM CONCEPTS

PENCIL FIRST GAMES

PHASE SHIFT GAMES

SAVAGE WORLD RPG: FLASH GORDON - 
LEGENDS OF MONGO BOOSTER BOX
Legends of Mongo includes eight pages of pawns, 
twelve updated Archetype Cards, the 32-page 
Moons of Mongo adventure, updated Threat 
Cards, an updated Combat Reference Chart, and 
the Conversion Guide. The Savage World of Flash 
Gordon is a setting for Savage Worlds based on 
Alex Raymond’s classic comic strips. It also draws 
from the Buster Crabbe serials, the Filmation series, 
and of course the fan-favorite 1980 film starring 
Sam J Jones (who does a foreword for our core 
book!) Scheduled to ship in October 2022.
S2P 11407 ...............................................$49.99

PINNACLE ENTERTAINMENT

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: SUPER POWERS 
ARCHETYPE CARDS BOXED SET
36 full color archetype cards in a sturdy storage box. 
Four Color! – 12 Archetypes for your most popular 
“comic book” style adventures! Pulp! – 6 Archetypes 
tailored for low-level “pulp” campaigns! Street Fighter! 
– 6 Archetypes tailored for heroes sworn to protect 
their local neighborhoods! Heavy Hitter! – 6 powerful 
archetypes for your super settings! Cosmic Crusaders! 
– Journey into space and beyond with 6 of the most 
powerful heroes for your cosmic campaigns! Scheduled 
to ship in December 2022.
S2P 10507 ......................................................$19.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: SUPER 
POWERS PAWNS BOXED SET 1
Coming straight from the SWADE Super 
Powers Companion, these thick, cardboard, 
individually die-cut characters with front AND 
back art are ready for you to pop out and play 
the moment they arrive in your metropolis! 
They’re super easy to transport to game 
stores, conventions, or that friend’s house with 
the awesome game table, and include over 
140 heroes, villains, cops, robbers, and bad 
guys for your campaign! Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
S2P 10506 .......................................$29.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:  
SUPER POWERS COMPANION
Few mediums inspire today’s gamers like comic books, 
graphic novels, and the movies and television shows 
based on them. The Savage Worlds Super Powers 
Companion lets you recreate everything from classic 
Marvel and DC tales to modern takes like The Boys, Kick-
Ass, or Invincible… all in the award-winning Savage 
Worlds rules system! This 200-page hardcover book 
updates the original Super Powers Companion to be 
completely compatible with Savage Worlds Adventure 
Edition. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
S2P 10505 ....................................................... $39.99
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HICKORY DICKORY
In Hickory Dickory, players each manage 
a team of mice eager to appease the 
bewildering bird who inhabits their 
beloved clock. Ride the minute hand 
as your mice travel around the clock, 
hopping off to grab treasures and win 
Lord Cuckoo’s approval. But beware! The 
minute hand can hold but so many mice 
and when things get tight, someone is 
bound to get booted! Scheduled to ship in 
February 2023.
PHG 3900 ..................................$59.95

SUMMONER WARS 2ND EDITION
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

ASHES: REBORN - THE OCEAN’S 
GUARD EXPANSION DECK
Tristan Darkwater uses sympathy and 
time magic to eplore and defend the 
ocean, conjuring and curating an entire 
ecosystem of aquatic creatures. Amplify 
the innate abilities of your waterborne 
swarm and shift the tides of battle in an 
instant! Use this prebuilt deck to take down 
your opponents or combine Tristan’s cards 
with your favorite Ashes spells and allies to 
customize a new deck. Scheduled to ship 
in November 2022.
PHG 1223-5 ...............................$14.95

OBSIDIAN DWARVES  
FACTION EXPANSION
Muster the Obsidian Dwarves and 
unleash your anger with all the fury of 
Itharia’s molten core! Balzar and his 
dwarves care not for notions of subtlety 
or mercy, preferring to smite anything that 
challenges their dominance. Such is their 
rage, they will even sacrifice themselves to 
achieve their violent ends. 
PHG 3606 ..................................$14.95

ASHES: REBORN - THE SCHOLAR 
OF RUIN EXPANSION DECK
Rowan Umberend uses ceremonial 
and time magic to excavatethrough the 
physical and temporal ruins of Abylon, 
discovering the dark history and power 
of the Chimera of ages past. Resurrect the 
power of the Chimera by delving through 
your draw pile to discover ancient artifacts! 
Use this prebuilt deck to take down your 
opponenets or combine Rowan’s cards 
with your favorite Ashes spells and allies to 
customize a new deck. Scheduled to ship 
in November 2022.
PHG 1224-5 ...............................$14.95

PLAID HAT GAMES

PLAYMAT
PHG 3600M ...............................$19.95

PREMIUM DICE
PHG 3600D..................................$9.95

PREMIUM TOKENS
PHG 3600T ................................................................................................... $19.95

SAND GOBLINS FACTION EXPANSION
Rev your engines as the Sand Goblins roar into the 
fray for Itharia! Summoner Krusk has supercharged 
the inventions of his mischievous tinkerers with the 
power of his summoning stone. Deploy your devioius 
machines to the battlefield, then customize them on the 
fly to suit your desires! 
PHG 3607 ...................................................$14.95

SUMMONER WARS
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.

SHADOW ELVES
Striking from the darkness comes the 
Shadow Elves; an elite band of assassins 
led by the summoner Slundar. There is 
no sacrifice too great fro Selundar; delve 
deep into forbidden knowledge that can 
corrupt your mind, or tether your very soul 
into your most powerful warriors. Strike 
from the shadows or with the speed of 
light to defeat any summoner who stands 
in your way! 
PHG 3608 ..................................$14.95

WAYFARERS
Embark on an adventure across Itharia 
with the Wayfarers! This eclectic band 
of travelers have an endless appetite for 
adventure, and will follow their leader 
Celeste to the ends of the earth if it means 
gaining another tale to tell. Slip past 
your adersaries, confound them with 
performing arts, and make your way to 
new horizons! So pack your bags and 
join Celeste for a journey like no other! 
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
PHG 3609 ..................................$14.95

BASILICA
Basilica is an area control tile-laying game 
for two players set in medieval Florence 
offering heavy player interaction and easy-
to-learn rules. In this game, players take on 
the roles of competing architects overseeing 
the construction of a magnificent cathedral. 
Each turn, they place tiles to enlarge the 
cathedral and create areas of a single 
color while placing builder pawns to gain 
advantages and control areas. In addition, 
players execute orders to move or remove 
builders, increase abilities, block spaces, or 
tear down previously built cathedral parts. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.

PLG 2231 ...................................................................................................... $40.00

PORTAL
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NEUROSHIMA HEX:  
PIRATES EXPANSION
Pirates is a next expansion to Neuroshima Hex 
3.0, the iconic area control game about the world 
of Neuroshima. A pirate flag fluttered over the 
Caribbean islands where King Contamination 
and Queen Neo-Jungle would rule. The gangsters 
of the seas have a few surprises for their 
enemies... The new army plays by unprecedented 
rules, extending the standard Battlefield with 
special Water Spaces, to which only Pirates have 
access. The large quality of battle tiles allows 
them to control the pace of the game, which 
is crucial when planning in the headquarters 
location throughout the game. Scheduled to ship 
in November 2022.
PLG 0675 .............................................$10.00

WARMACHINE
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

ELEVEN
Eleven: Football Manager Board Game is 
an economic strategy game set in a world 
of sport. Your task is to manage and grow 
your own football club over the course 
of a season. During the game, you hire 
staff members, including trainers, physical 
therapists, PR specialists, and directors. 
You acquire sponsors, expand the stadium 
infrastructure, and take care of your club’s 
position in social media. Among the many 
tasks on the list are transferring new players 
and choosing the right tactics for each of 
the upcoming matches. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2022.

PLG 2213 ...................................................................................................... $50.00

PRIVATEER PRESS

CYGNAR STORM LEGION - 
COURSER LIGHT WARJACK (RESIN)
PIP 21005 ..................................$34.99

CYGNAR STORM LEGION - 
STRYKER HEAVY  
WARJACK (RESIN)
PIP 21004 ..................................$44.99

KHADOR WINTER KORPS - GREAT 
BEAR HEAVY WARJACK (RESIN)
PIP 24004 ..................................$44.99

KHADOR WINTER KORPS - DIRE 
WOLF LIGHT WARJACK (RESIN)
PIP 24005 ..................................$44.99

MERCENARY CHARACTER - 
ALEXIA, QUEEN OF THE  
DAMNED (RESIN)
PIP 26006 ..................................$12.99

MERCENARY CHARACTER -  
EILISH GARRITY, THE DARK 
TRAITOR (RESIN)
PIP 26003 ..................................$12.99

MERCENARY CHARACTER 
- EIRYSS, SHADOW OF 
RETRIBUTION (RESIN)
PIP 26005 ..................................$12.99

MERCENARY CHARACTER - 
MAULGRETH, THE CHARNEL 
PLAGUE (RESIN)
PIP 26001 ..................................$12.99

MERCENARY CHARACTER 
- KOLDUN LORD DAMIEN 
KOROVNIK (RESIN)
PIP 26004 ..................................$12.99

MERCENARY CHARACTER - 
PRISONER 102822 (RESIN)
PIP 26002 ..................................$12.99

ORGOTH SEA RAIDERS - JACKAL 
LIGHT WARJACK (RESIN)
PIP 22005 ..................................$34.99

ORGOTH SEA RAIDERS - TYRANT 
HEAVY WARJACK (RESIN)
PIP 22004 ..................................$44.99

RAVENSBURGER

LABYRINTH: TEAM EDITION
In Labyrinth: Team Edition, everyone 
plays together against Daedalus, 
the spirit of the labyrinth. Round by 
round, players flip through Daedalus’ 
spellbook to learn what obstacles he 
has placed in their way. Can they use 
their magic well, move the walls, and 
find all the hidden treasures before the 
last page of the book is turned? That’s 
the only way they can win.
RVN 27328 .......................... $36.99
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BONES BLACK

SPACE MOUNTAIN
Based on the beloved Disney Park 
attraction! Prepare yourself for a fast-
flying board game adventure to the 
furthest reaches of Space! Zip over 
wormholes and perform Daring twists and 
turns around asteroids, comets, unknown 
planets, and more. Will you be the first 
brave pilot to visit all five Starports and 
complete your mission?
RVN 60001949 .................................. PI

CORINNA, GREEK ARCHER
RPR 44167 ...................................$4.99

REAPER MINIATURES

GIANNIS, GREEK MAGE
RPR 44168 ...................................$4.99

HERCULES, GREEK HERO
RPR 44166 ...................................$4.99

JAXON, GREEK WARRIOR
RPR 44169 ...................................$4.99

BONES LEGENDS

DARK DWARF CLEAVER
RPR 30081 ...................................$6.99

CHRISTMAS ‘22 PROMO MODEL
RPR 30114 ...................................$6.99

DARK DWARF  
IRONTONGUE PRIEST
RPR 30080 ...................................$6.99

DARK DWARF SMITER
RPR 30079 ...................................$6.99

DARK DWARF STRIKER
RPR 30082 ...................................$6.99

ELNETHIR, ELF ADVENTURER
RPR 07026 ...................................$6.99

ELF RANGER
RPR 30104 ...................................$6.99

EREBUS NALAS, EVIL SORCERER
RPR 07030 ...................................$6.99

DARK DWARF POUNDER
RPR 30078 ...................................$6.99

FAUN
RPR 44165 ...................................$4.99

HARPIES (2)
RPR 44162 ...................................$8.99

ORCS (2)
RPR 07014 ...................................$9.99

LEUCROTTA
RPR 44163 ...................................$4.99

SATYR
RPR 44164 ...................................$4.99

THANKSGIVING ‘22  
PROMO MINI
RPR 30108 ...................................$6.99

COUNCIL OF SHADOWS
It’s the year 2200. We’re on the edge 
of the known universe, and a race for a 
seat on the mighty Council of Shadows 
is in full swing, with four civilizations 
vying for admission. Only those who 
provide more energy to the council 
each turn and outdo themselves will 
be successful. In Council of Shadows, 
you take on the role of one of these 
four civilizations, secure the strongest 
actions, take control of important 
areas, and be the first to make three 
quantum leaps. This is how you win 
the race for planets and raw materials 
and become part of the Council 
of Shadows! Scheduled to ship in 
January 2023.
RVN 27366 .......................... $49.99
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I’M RIGHT YOU’RE  
WRONG NSFW EDITION
This NSFW version plays the same as I’m Right 
You’re Wrong Classic, except some jerk came 
along and swapped all the artwork for hilariously 
despicable cartoons and words that should not 
be shown to grandma. The NSFW edition can be 
played with 2-5 players, or combined with the 
Classic edition for up to 9 players.
RCG IRYWNS .......................................$20.00

DRAGONBOND: GREAT WYRMS OF DRAKHA RPG (5E) - 
DRAGONS OF THE RED MOON 

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

CAR WARS: MINIATURES SET 1
Includes five new minis: Scimitar, Joseph 
Special, Pillbug, Hades, and Hydra. 
Miniatures are pre-assembled and 
unpainted. 148 new game cards. Includes 
four colored bases (red, yellow, blue,  
and green).
SJG 2420 ...................................$59.95

OH NUTZ!
Each player takes turns rolling the die and drawing 
cards into their hand. Cards have values for how many 
nutz they are worth. Try to get as many nutz from your 
hand into your stash as you can. Or use them for special 
advantages such as spying, stealing, or making others 
drop their nutz. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
RMG ONZ10................................................ $24.99

ZOO KING
Experience the nostalgia of visiting the zoo and the 
adventure of building your own. In this strategic family 
card game, players take turns building their own zoos 
by drafting from a diverse array of animal, staff, and 
facility cards. Players must manage the ups and downs 
of zoo ownership and collect the best sets of animals in 
order to win the most awards for their zoo. The player 
that wins the required number of awards first,—like 
Most Prestigious Zoo, Most Diverse, Big Cat King, and 
many more—is the victor.
STG ZK1 ....................................................... $21.99

SHARD RPG: WORLD GUIDE
Beyond Dárdünah’s edge there lay obscuring 
mists and veils. But within this book the light 
of the two suns shines clearly upon the width 
and breadth of the known world. From the 
western coasts of Rákbar, to the mysterious 
island of Klinráh, the many countries and 
cultures of Dárdünah are laid out in rich detail 
and with vibrant illustrations. Additionally, this 
452-page tome is packed with details about 
commerce, politics, religion, and even the 
medical arts. We also include an expanded 
bestiary and creature creation system, a listing 
of native flora, special crystals, a host of NPCs, 
and so much more! Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
SSD 10110....................................... $49.99

RESONYM GAMES

RIGHT WRONG GAME CO.

RIO GRANDE GAMES

RIVER HORSE

AUREUS
DAO 23101 ...............................$59.99

BAASTHEROX
DAO 23105 ...............................$59.99

DICE SET
DAO 39001 ...............................$19.99

KUXCOATL
DAO 23102 ...............................$59.99

ROOKIE MAGE GAMES

SARATOGA TOY & GAME CO.

SHARD STUDIOS

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

7 DEADLY SINS DIE
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
SJG 5900-03 ................................$7.95

GLITCH SQUAD
The forensic scientists of the 
Glitch Squad have each been 
assigned a crime scene to 
analyze. Unfortunately, the 
office cat — Glitch — has 
accidentally changed the 
password to all of the evidence 
lockers. Each round, you write 
3 clues to help one of your 
teammates guess a piece of 
evidence related to the crime: 
location, weapon, occupation, 
or hobby. Unfortunately, Glitch 
the cat messes up these clues. 
Acting as the meddlesome cat, 

your opponent gets to erase one of the clues, and write in a “Glitched” clue to stump 
your ally. Can you guess the evidence from the clues, knowing one of them is glitched? 
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
RES GLSQ01 ............................................................................................$24.95

CHICKEN CHA CHA CHA
There is chaos in the chicken yard! 
Todays practice for the chicken cha 
cha olympics is feather stealing. Each 
chicken cha chas to catch each of 
their opponents without being caught 
themselves. Their reward for catching 
another chicken is tail feathers. The 
first chicken to have all tail feathers is  
the winner!
RGG 227...............................$44.95
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CAR WARS: MINIATURES SET 2
Includes five new minis: Spark, Pure Energy, 
Redline, Sledge, and Apollo. Miniatures 
are pre-assembled and unpainted. 148 
new game cards. Four colored bases (red, 
yellow, blue, and green).
SJG 2421 ...................................$59.95

MUNCHKIN: DRUIDS EXPANSION
Munchkin Druids adds 112 cards to the 
game… the new Druid class, and more 
nature-related monsters and weapons than 
you can shake a holy stick at. Watch out 
for the bloodthirsty Night Shade and wear, 
but don’t eat, the Death Cap! Scheduled to 
ship in February 2023.
SJG 1584 ...................................$19.95

GELATINOUS
In Gelatinous, players start out as a 
wandering slime, using sparkling green 
dice to grow into a cube. But watch out, 
the other slimes are growing too! The first 
to grow into a cube wins – and the rest are 
lunch. Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
SJG 131349 ...............................$16.95

PIRATE D6 DICE SET
Scheduled to ship in February 2023.
SJG 5900-04 ................................$9.95

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: 
CATHEDRAL OF THE UNDYING
This 20-page printed level 5 adventure is 
created for Dungeon Crawl Classics with 
a strong old-school roleplaying focus. It 
can be easily adapted to any RPG system. 
This supplement is compatible with the 
Dungeon Crawl Classics Role Playing 
Game. Among other elements, what 
makes Cathedral of the Undying stand out 
as a unique adventure is that PCs will not 
initially die when killed. A strange necrotic 
curse brings them back to life, but also a 
step closer towards becoming a mindless 
undead! PCs imagining this is a form of 
invulnerability may soon discover they 
have permanently joined the creatures 
of the night. Scheduled to ship in March 
2023.
S9G 10024 ..................................$9.99

VINYL: SEASONS GREETINGS
In Vinyl: Seasons Greetings, players will 
work towards building Christmas trees 
out of albums. Each album features a 
sub-genre (Classical, Traditional, and 
Contemporary), one of four decades (the 
40s, 50s, 60s, 70s), one of five spirits 
(Joy, Love, Peace, Hope, and Faith). 
These album trees are being built by the 
players to your left and right in the true 
holiday spirit. Some of the points you 
gain are entirely in your control with the 
matches you make with previously played 
albums. Other points come from the 
combined efforts of you and the players 
to your left and right. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
TSS 138 .....................................$30.00

STUDIO 9 GAMES

TALON STRIKES 
STUDIOS
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TINKERTURF
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

TINKERHOUSE GAMES

CARGO CONTAINERS SERIES 2
GTG TT-CON-SR2 .......................$22.00

CARGO CONTAINERS SERIES 4
GTG TT-CON-SR4 .......................$22.00

COLOR CRATES SERIES 1
GTG TT-CRA-SR1 ........................$16.50

CARGO CONTAINERS SERIES 5
GTG TT-CON-SR5 .......................$22.00

GUARD TOWER ADD-ON - 
NEUTRAL THEME
GTG TT-GTA-NEU .......................$22.00

MAGLEV DEPOT V2 - 
ABANDONED THEME
GTG TT-MD2-ABN ......................$66.00

MAGLEV RAIL ADD-ON - 
ABANDONED THEME
GTG TT-MLA-ABN .......................$33.00

MAGLEV DEPOT V2 -  
NEUTRAL THEME
GTG TT-MD2-NEU ......................$66.00

MAGLEV RAIL ADD-ON -  
NEUTRAL THEME
GTG TT-MLA-NEU .......................$33.00

MAGLEV RAIL STARTER - 
ABANDONED THEME
GTG TT-MLS-ABN .......................$71.50

MAGLEV RAIL STARTER -  
NEUTRAL THEME
GTG TT-MLS-NEU .......................$71.50

PERIMETER GATE -  
NEUTRAL THEME
GTG TT-PMG-NEU ......................$44.00

PERIMETER GATE -  
ABANDONED THEME
GTG TT-PMG-ABN ......................$44.00

PERIMETER WALL -  
ABANDONED THEME
GTG TT-PMW-ABN .....................$44.00GUARD TOWER ADD-ON - 

ABANDONED THEME
GTG TT-GTA-ABN .......................$22.00

PERIMETER WALL -  
NEUTRAL THEME
GTG TT-PMW-NEU .....................$44.00

SATCOMM INSTALLATION - 
ABANDONED THEME
GTG TT-SAT-ABN ........................$71.50

TANKER & CRATE CONTAINERS - 
ABANDONED THEME
GTG TT-TCC-ABN .......................$33.00

SATCOMM INSTALLATION - 
NEUTRAL THEME
GTG TT-SAT-NEU ........................$71.50

TANKER & CRATE CONTAINERS - 
NEUTRAL THEME
GTG TT-TCC-NEU .......................$33.00
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HALLS OF HEGRA
Halls of Hegra is a solo only game in the 
same vein as Robinson Crusoe, This war of 
mine and Dead of winter. The mechanics 
are worker placement, bag building, and 
area control/ tower defense. You play as 
the commander of the Norwegian forces 
during the three stages of the game. You 
have to endure constant bombing and 
infantry attack while keeping the morale 
up amongst your men. Will you survive?
TGP 003 .....................................$55.00

LUKE GYGAX’S WORLD 
OF OKKORIM: THE EYE OF 
CHENTOUFI (5E)
5E Adventure module for 4-6 players 
of 6th to 8th level. “OS1” Explore the 
World of Okkorim in this Tournament 
Style module! Scheduled to ship in 
December 2022.
TOT ECR01 .................................$19.95

BLACK BOX DECK BOX
The stackable, waterproof-watertight 
Black Box Deck Box card storage 
container features easy open and close 
sealed latches in a Pelican-style texture. 
Made with 20% Fiberglass to provide a 
significant increase in tensile and impact 
strength. Moisture-proof and pressure-
proof. Sized for standard size trading 
cards. Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
UPI 16100 .......................................... PI

JUMBO D20 NOVELTY  
DICE PLUSH

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

LUKE GYGAX’S WORLD OF 
OKKORIM: THE HEART OF 
CHENTOUFI (5E)
5E Adventure module for 4-6 players of 7th 
to 9th level. “OS2” Explore the World of 
Okkorim in this Tournament Style module! 
Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
TOT HCR01 ................................$19.95

TOMPET GAMES

TRICK OR TREAT 
STUDIOS

ULTRA PRO 
INTERNATIONAL

HOT PINK
UPI 16091 .......................................... PI

RAINBOW
UPI 16139 .......................................... PI

D20 PLUSH DICE BAG - RAINBOW
Scheduled to ship in June 2023.
UPI 16138 .......................................... PI
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MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: THE LORD OF THE RINGS:  
TALES OF MIDDLE-EARTH
Scheduled to ship in August 2023.

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD AND 
SHIELD 12.5 
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 16063 .......................................... PI
9-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 16064 .......................................... PI

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL - 
FRIGHTFUL FOES (2 OF 3)
The Frightful Foes is the second Issue of 
the Comic Power Story Arc. This 55-card 
set includes feared Super Villains from the 
Frightful Foes. This issue will dive deeper 
into the darker chapters of the Fantastic 
Four’s history and the people they once 
called friends who became the Frightful 
Foes. Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
UDC 99580 ........................................ PI

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL - 
FUTURE FOUNDATION (3 OF 3)
In this final 55-card installment to the Comic 
Power Story Arc, the young geniuses of 
the Future Foundation give your deck the 
scientific breakthroughs it needs to take on 
even the toughest opponents. Scheduled to 
ship in February 2023.
UDC 99582 ........................................ PI

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL - 
FRACTURED FAMILIES (1 OF 3)
The Fractured Family is the first Issue of the 
Comic Power Story Arc. This 55-card set 
includes Fantastic Four heroes from across 
the Marvel Universe. The First Family faces 
challenges to the balance of power in outer 
space and threats to reality as we know it! 
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.
UDC 99578 ........................................ PI

FINAL GIRL: GAME MAT BUNDLE
Scheduled to ship in November 2022.
VRG FGGM01 ............................$29.99

4-POCKET PRO-BINDER FEATURING: 
LEGOLAS & GIMLI
UPI 19830 .......................................... PI
6FT TABLE PLAYMAT FEATURING:  
THE FELLOWSHIP
UPI 19836 .......................................... PI
8FT TABLE PLAYMAT FEATURING:  
FRODO AND SAURON
UPI 19837 .......................................... PI
9-POCKET PRO-BINDER FEATURING: 
FRODO & GOLLUM
UPI 19831 .......................................... PI
12-POCKET PRO-BINDER FEATURING: 
FRODO
UPI 19832 .......................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX 1 - FEATURING: ARAGORN
UPI 19826 .......................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX 2 - FEATURING: GANDALF
UPI 19827 .......................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX 3 - FEATURING: SAURON
UPI 19828 .......................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX A - FEATURING: FRODO
UPI 19822 .......................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX B - FEATURING: EOWYN
UPI 19823 .......................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX C - FEATURING: GALADRIEL
UPI 19824 .......................................... PI
100+ DECK BOX D -  
FEATURING: SAURON
UPI 19825 .......................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 1 - 
FEATURING: ARAGORN
UPI 19818 .......................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 2 - 
FEATURING: GANDALF
UPI 19819 .......................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 3 - 
FEATURING: SAURON
UPI 19820 .......................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES A - 
FEATURING: FRODO
UPI 19814 .......................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES B - 
FEATURING: EOWYN
UPI 19815 .......................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES C - 
FEATURING: GALADRIEL
UPI 19816 .......................................... PI

100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES D - 
FEATURING: SAURON
UPI 19817 .......................................... PI
100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES Z - 
FEATURING: FRODO
UPI 19821 .......................................... PI
ALCOVE FLIP DECK BOX Z - FEATURING: 
FRODO
UPI 19829 .......................................... PI
BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT FEATURING: 
BORDERLESS SCENE
UPI 19852 .......................................... PI
HOLOFOIL PLAYMAT Z - FEATURING: FRODO
UPI 19853 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 1 - FEATURING: ARAGORN
UPI 19842 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 2 - FEATURING: GANDALF
UPI 19843 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 3 - FEATURING: SAURON
UPI 19844 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 4 - FEATURING: MOUNT DOOM
UPI 19845 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 5 - FEATURING: THE BALROG
UPI 19846 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 6 - FEATURING: TREEBEARD
UPI 19847 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 7 - FEATURING: ARWEN
UPI 19848 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 8 - FEATURING: SHELOB
UPI 19849 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 9 - FEATURING: SMEAGOL
UPI 19850 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT 10 - FEATURING: TOM BOMBADIL
UPI 19851 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT A - FEATURING: FRODO
UPI 19838 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT B - FEATURING: EOWYN
UPI 19839 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT C - FEATURING: GALADRIEL
UPI 19840 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT D - FEATURING: SAURON
UPI 19841 .......................................... PI
SPIRAL LIFE PAD FEATURING: FRODO
UPI 19833 .......................................... PI
TOKEN DIVIDERS WITH DECK BOX
UPI 19835 .......................................... PI
WALL SCROLL FEATURING: FRODO
UPI 19834 .......................................... PI

UPPER DECK

VAN RYDER GAMES

GRAPHIC NOVEL 
ADVENTURES JR

Scheduled to ship in December 2022.

CALIE AND KIKI
In Calie and Kiki new readers will 
follow along and help in a fresh take 
on the traditional Princess captured in 
a tower fable. Spirited Calie will meet 
the readers as she has decided herself 
to not wait on rescue and will enlist the 
help of the readers and her beloved 
pet cat Kiki to effect her escape! What 
follows are puzzles and encounters as 
Calie finds various power items to help 
traverse the environment and solve 
puzzles to escape! With many paths 
to take, items to find, puzzles to clear 
and foes to face, interactivity for the 
readers and older readers assisting 
them and the replay value is high! 
VRG GNAJR002 ................... $15.99

KITTENS AND DRAGONS
In Kittens and Dragons young readers 
will assist Mo, the King’s youngest 
kitten as he hunts for a dragon named 
Choukra and proves his bravery! 
Sneak through the woods, into dark 
caves, past the King’s guard while 
solving puzzles as you go in search of 
adventure and the Choukra along with 
Mo! Help Mo to overcome his fears as 
he learns the truth about the dreaded 
Choukra, proving to everyone just how 
brave he is. 
VRG GNAJR001 ................... $15.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: 
WATERDEEP COINS
Scheduled to ship in August 2023.
UPI 18995 .......................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: 
DOMINARIA REMASTERED
Scheduled to ship in January 2023.

BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT - V1
UPI 19729 .......................................... PI
BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT - V2
UPI 19730 .......................................... PI
BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT - V3
UPI 19731 .......................................... PI

BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT - V4
UPI 19732 .......................................... PI
BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT - V5
UPI 19733 .......................................... PI
HOLOFOIL PLAYMAT
UPI 19879 .......................................... PI
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EYE MONGER
Though at a quick glance it might 
only appear to be a space rock 
drifting in the Astral Plane, the 
Eye Monger recognizes when 
adventurers are nearby, opening 
its eye and an even larger gaping 
maw! Straight from the pages of 
Dungeons & Dragons Spelljammer: 
Adventures in Space, this Phunny 
plush has all the best qualities of 
both the pet rock of your dreams, or 
nightmares, and an ideal squeezable, stuffed companion. 
WZK 68332 ...........................................................................................................PI

JORDENHEIM: THE CURSE  
OF THE OORLOG
The Curse of the Oorlog. The first premium 
adventure module in the Jordenheim RPG 
Universe, this adventure for character levels 
3-5. Scheduled to ship in December 2022.
WRK S1100 ...................................... $29.99

W.R.K.S. GAMES

BLASEBALL: WILD CARDS
Based on the Internet sensation developed by 
The Game Band, Blaseball: Wild Cards is the 
official spin-off card game of the absurdist 
sports horror simulation, designed by Rain 
Watt and Michael Fox. It sees two players 
face off against each other in a pitch battle 
for Blaseball glory. One coach takes control 
of some of the finest players in the game, the 
Auric All-Stars – heavy hitters, fan favourites, 
almost unbeatable. On the other side stand 
the Canis Underdogs, a motley crew of heels 
and reprobates who will do anything to 
win... but who will claim victory?

WAY BALL001 ............................................................................................... $30.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: PHUNNY PLUSHES  
BY KIDROBOT

Scheduled to ship in March 2022.

WAYFINDER GAMES

WIZKIDS/NECA

MR. WINGLETTER
In Mr. Wingletter new readers will become 
the title character, a young stork letter carrier 
who lives with his family in a peaceful village 
in France called Le Cormier. He loves his job, 
which allows him to chat with the villagers, 
walk along the beautiful countryside and help 
his friends. Mr. Wingletter is cheerful, caring 
and goes out each day with an open heart 
to meet new people. The book has numerous 
puzzles, places to go, packages to deliver 
and friends to meet. It presents this in colorful 
illustrations and gives plenty of tools to keep 
notes and make many different choices each 
time through the book. All of this will help 
lead young readers and those that help them, 
through their choices and go on amazing 
adventures time after time!
VRG GNAJR003 ..............................$15.99
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS NOLZUR’S 
MARVELOUS UNPAINTED MINIATURES:  
ADULT COPPER DRAGON
Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
WZK 90602 .....................................................$89.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS NOLZUR’S MARVELOUS 
UNPAINTED MINIATURES: W20

Scheduled to ship in March 2023.

GIANT SPACE HAMSTER
This product is the result of a superpowered 
team-up between WizKids, experts in 
D&D collectibles, and Kidrobot, premier 
creators of huggable plush. From the lore 
of Dungeons & Dragons Spelljammer: 
Adventures in Space comes the Giant 
Space Hamster! This creature, usually the 
size of a brown bear, now comes to you 
the size of a teddy bear! Though Giant 
Space Hamsters usually go about their 
lives independently, they also make great 
mounts and pets and can form a bond with 
their owners. 
WZK 68333 ....................................... PI

SPACE SWINE
This product is the result of a superpowered 
team-up between WizKids, experts in 
D&D collectibles, and Kidrobot, premier 
creators of huggable plush.”When can I 
get my hands on adorable plush figures 
from the lore of Dungeons & Dragons 
Spelljammer: Adventures in Space?” you 
ask? Our answer: when pigs fly! ...and 
that’s now! These loveable winged boars 
are bred by Dohwars, a race of sentient 
space penguins native to the Astral 
Plane. Whether they are trained to be 
companions, mounts, or battle creatures 
like this Phunny plush, they are sure to 
bring your day extra joy! 
WZK 68334 ....................................... PI

DRACONIAN DREADNOUGHT
WZK 90610 ...............................$14.99

EARTH GENASI FIGHTER
WZK 90402 .................................$8.99

HALFLING ROGUE FEMALE
WZK 90403 .................................$4.99

HALF-ELF WARLOCK
WZK 90410 .................................$4.99

HALFLING WIZARDS
WZK 90413 .................................$4.99

AASIMAR CLERIC FEMALE
WZK 90409 .................................$8.99

AASIMAR CLERIC MALE
WZK 90408 .................................$8.99

DEATH KNIGHTS
WZK 90423 .................................$4.99

LOCATHAH & SEAL
WZK 90418 .................................$4.99

MERFOLK
WZK 90414 .................................$8.99

PERYTONS
WZK 90419 .................................$4.99

ORC FIGHTER FEMALE
WZK 90405 .................................$4.99

PIERCERS
WZK 90420 .................................$4.99

PIXIES
WZK 90436 .................................$4.99

SAHUAGIN BARON
WZK 90611 .................................$8.99
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SHIFTER FIGHTER
WZK 90407 .................................$4.99

SEA ELF FIGHTERS
WZK 90613 .................................$4.99

WATER WEIRD
WZK 90612 ...................................................................$8.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:  
ICONS OF THE REALMS  
ADULT COPPER DRAGON
The D&D Icons of the Realms: Adult 
Copper Dragon is an excellent 
addition to your miniatures collection 
or display shelf. Sculpted with highly 
detailed features and using premium 
paints. This Copper dragon will 
make for a great foe or ally for any 
adventure! Copper dragons are 
incorrigible pranksters, joke tellers, 
and riddlers that live in hills and rocky 
uplands. Despite their gregarious 
and even-tempered natures, they 
possess a covetous, miserly streak, 
and can become dangerous when 
their hoards are threatened.Will this 
Copper Dragon be an incorrigible 
prankster or a covetous miser? With 
this miniature in hand, the choice is 
yours.Order this amazing miniature 
today!Images not final Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
WZK 96250 .............................................................................................$99.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: ICONS OF THE REALMS MINIATURES SET 
26 SAND & STONE WYVERN BOXED MINIATURE
This huge boxed miniature features a terrifying Wyvern that is sure to inspire dread 
amongst your players. Travelers in the wild sometimes look to the skies to see the dark-
winged shape of a wyvern carrying its prey. These cousins to the great dragons hunt 
the same tangled forests and caverns as their kin. Their appearance sends ripples of 
alarm through the borderlands of civilization. This Wyvern tabletop foe is sure to be a 
unique addition to any miniature collection. Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
WZK 96236 .............................................................................................$89.99
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REBUILDING SEATTLE
In Rebuilding Seattle, you’re responsible 
for managing the zoning and expansion 
of a major neighborhood! Each round 
your population grows, and you can 
either build a new building, expand into 
a new suburb, activate an event, or build 
a landmark, before earning profit based 
on your neighborhood’s commerce. You’ll 
buy building types from a shared market, 
looking to find shapes that fit your grid, 
and types that fit your strategy. Triggering 
citywide events can change the tide of 
the game, offering points, money, and 
expansions for the players ready for it. 
You can even enact laws to give yourself 
the advantage! At the end of the game, 
whoever’s neighborhood has earned the 
most points for the winner! Scheduled to 
ship in January 2023.
WZK 87565 ...............................$49.99

WIZKIDS DEEP CUTS UNPAINTED 
MINIATURES: W20 HUMAN 
ROGUE
Scheduled to ship in March 2023.
WZK 90615 .................................$4.99

HUNTERS OF THE LOST CREATURES
Hunters of the Lost Creatures is a fast-
paced set collection card game that 
players can win against their buddies 
or lose against their 5 year old kid. But 
winning or losing only depends on their 
decisions – not on dice or luck of the draw. 
It is an ultimate battle between strategy 
and haphazardness. Players need to keep 
an eye on the interests of their competitors 
and beware of Trolls, Thieves and 
Turnados. Scheduled to ship in May 2023.
WBG HLCGMEN02 ....................$25.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: 
ICONS OF THE REALMS 
SET 26 SAND & STONE 
BOOSTER BRICK (8)
The 26th set in our Icons of the 
Realms line of pre-painted Dungeons 
& Dragons miniatures. Collect all 45 
figures from Sand & Stone, the newest 
set of randomly sorted monsters and 
characters in our exciting line of  
D&D miniatures. Scheduled to ship in 
May 2022.
WZK 96234 ....................... $159.92

MARVEL: AGE OF HEROES
Marvel: Age of Heroes is an epic 
strategy game in which each player 
commands a duo of X-Men who are 
dispatched to defeat villains and 
complete objectives. Your team will 
collect resources and power-ups 
before embarking on dangerous 
missions in one of the three uniquely 
challenging scenarios included in the 
game. The most effective team will 
manage their skills, train their mutants, 
and outpace the competition in the 
Institute and Mission Phase. Scheduled 
to ship in March 2023.
WZK 87560 ......................... $74.99

WONDERBOW GAMES

WORLD WISE IMPORTS

O/A CHESS CLOCK: 58-MODE 
DIGITAL CLOCK
WWI GT960 ..............................$99.99

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A CRIBBAGE: THREE-PLAYER 
SLIDE-TOP WALNUT CRIBBAGE 
WITH CARDS
WWI 33559 ...............................$59.99

O/A GO: VENEER BOARD  
WITH BALL FEET
WWI 22828 ..............................$ 59.99

O/A GO: GLASS JUNG STONE IN 
PLASTIC BOWLS (320 CT) 7MM
WWI 22807K .............................$34.99

O/A SENET: WOOD SENET WITH 
PLAYING STICKS AND DIE
WWI 21241 ...............................$44.99

O/A WORLD CHESS CHAMPION 
SET ACADEMY EDITION
WWI 95221 ...............................$47.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: ICONS OF THE REALMS SET 25 
DRAGONLANCE LORD SOTH ON GREATER DEATH DRAGON
Enhance your Dragonlance: Shadow of the Dragon Queen campaign with this Lord 
Soth on Greater Death Dragon miniature! This Huge figure features a removable rider 
that allows Dungeons Masters to easily and quickly change up an encounter with 
Lord Soth and his Greater Death Dragon mount. Both the rider and the dragon make 
for great foes to any adventuring party or fantastic pieces to add to your collection. 
Scheduled to ship in April 2023.
WZK 96224 ...........................................................................................$119.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: ICONS OF THE REALMS SET 25 
DRAGONLANCE RED RUIN & RED DRAGONNEL
D&D Icons of the Realms: Dragonlance: Shadow of the Dragon Queen features 
many exciting foes & allies from the world of Krynn. Enhance your campaign with 
this Red Dragonnel and rider! This huge boxed miniature! Features a Red Dragonnel 
with removable rider that provides excellent game play flexibility. Intrepid heroes may 
encounter a freestanding Red Ruin, a horrifying Red Dragonnel, or Red Ruin perched 
atop her Red Dragonnel mount. Both the rider and the dragon make for thrilling tabletop 
foes and unique additions to miniature collectionsScheduled to ship in April 2023.
WZK 96227 .............................................................................................$89.99




